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Abstract

data has become easily accessible to users. However, the
robustness issue has become an increasing problem since
existing protection techniques relying solely on encryption have become insufficient to address the advancing
requirements of data protection. The influence of digitalwatermarking is increasing as a solution for countering
various forms of illegal manipulation and piracy. Essentially, it consists of introducing an invisible signature in
the host data, and then detecting possible manipulations
applied on the watermarked data. Several techniques have
been proposed in the literature, however, it remains that
the invisibility versus robustness compromise under all
attack scenarios remains an elusive goal in the research
community.
In this paper, we focus on image watermarking and
highlight the image watermarking approaches based on
the hybrid singular value decomposition (SVD) and the
discrete cosine transform (DCT) techniques. For this
purpose, we expose some important image watermarking works from the literature based on SVD and DCT.
Before examining those works, we review some important
concepts of the SVD and the DCT transforms.

Addressing fraud and illegal use of multimedia requires
the development of more powerful and robust algorithms.
One of the solutions that can contribute significantly to
solve such problems can be found in the use of image watermarking. In image watermarking, a watermark is introduced within an image in order to protect it against illegal
use. This paper proposes a new hybrid text-image watermarking algorithm based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) and the discrete cosine transform (DCT) with
linear interpolation in the embedding/extraction process.
Despite a considerable number of works found to-date, the
robustness in existing watermark approaches remains a
major challenge worthy of further improvement. Furthermore, text-images are used as samples in this work to test
our scheme under further challenges and constraints imposed by such images on the embedding techniques used.
In contrast to many existing approaches, we achieved
through the proposed algorithm a high robustness results
against the most dangerous attack scenarios. A major
contribution in this paper is found in our unique watermark extraction scheme which differs from the existing
literature and takes into account three inputs including
Background and State-of-art
the attacked watermarked image. Finally, we discuss the 2
results obtained for our approach under various attack
The SVD Transform consists of factorizing a matrix M,
scenarios.
into three matrices (components) U, S, V such that:
Keywords: Attacks, DCT, linear interpolation, robustness, SVD, watermark
[M ] = [U ][S][V T ]
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Introduction

In fact, the inverse transform of the SVD is not entirely
reversible, but rather is the product (Equation (1)):

T
Mmn = Umm .Smn .Vnn
(1)
The evolution of communication technologies and data
transmission has enhanced global access to information. where m, n are the image size (m represents the rows
Consequently, the dissemination and sharing of digital and n the columns). And Umm is the left singular vector,
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Smn are the singular values and Vnn is the right singular vector. The DCT transform consists of changing the
data from the spatial domain into the frequency domain.
The corresponding DCT transform blocks are given by
the following Equation (2):
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Where c(u), c(v) = (2)−1/2 for u, v = 0, c(u), c(v) = 1
for u, v = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1, pixel(x, y) is the pixel value
at position (x,y). The authors in [1] applied a differential evolution (DE) algorithm in the DCT domain to
balance the trade-off between robustness and imperceptibility by exploring multiple scaling factors in image watermarking. The DC coefficients from each block were
collected to construct a low-resolution approximation image and applied SVD on this image approximation. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme maintained a satisfactory image quality, with the watermark
still identifiable following serious distortion to the image.
In [2], an optimal DCT-SVD based image watermarking
scheme using Pareto-based Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) was presented. After applying the DCT
to the cover image, they map the DCT coefficients in a
zigzag order into four quadrants, and apply SVD to each
quadrant. The proposed algorithm in [2] was not perfectly
robust, particularly against rotation attacks.
The work presented in [6] consists of a new robust
hybrid image watermarking scheme based on SVD and
DCT. After applying SVD to the cover image blocks,
DCT was performed on the macro block comprised of
the first singular values (SVs) of each image block. In
the work by [6], an improved watermarking extraction
scheme was demonstrated, particularly against medianfiltering, rotation and cropping attacks. A robust lossless
copyright protection scheme based on overlapping DCT
and SVD was presented in [12] where direct current (DC)
coefficients were extracted from the transformed blocks
to form a DC-map. A series of random positions were selected on the map, and SVD was applied to construct an
ownership share which is used for copyright verification.
Experimental results were conducted to demonstrate the
robustness of the proposed algorithm against several kinds
of attacks, but with some weaknesses in the case of cropping, rotation and print-scan attacks.
The approach proposed in [4] presents a normalizationbased robust image watermarking scheme which encompasses SVD and DCT techniques. The host image is
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first normalized into standard form and divided into nonoverlapping image blocks. A watermark bit is then embedded in the high frequency band of an SVD-DCT block
by imposing a particular relationship between two pseudorandomly selected DCT coefficients. The experimental results show that the proposed approach was not perfectly
robust against many attack scenarios.
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid algorithm based
on SVD and DCT for the protection of online textualimages against several kinds of known attacks. In fact,
the extraction method requires three inputs contrarily to
the conventional semi-blind methods. The proposed embedding method is also based on linear interpolation with
invisible watermarking. Additionally, text-images are applied as inputs since they present a particularly interesting research challenge (and relatively unexplored branch
of image-watermarking) due to the limited solution-space
available in the host-images used, as evidenced in the limited use of colours and textures, with clearly defined characters and whitespace etc. Nevertheless, our scheme can
also be applied on general images comprising of a rich
colour-set and more relaxed-constraints on the embedding
process as considered in most related literature works. To
determine the robustness of the proposed algorithm, we
conducted several attacks on the watermarked images and
compared the original watermark to the extracted one.
The following section details our proposed algorithm.

3

Proposed Watermark Embedding Scheme

In this work, the embedding process is achieved using a
linear interpolation of type (Equation (4)):
iw = (1 − α)w + αi

(4)

where iw , w, i are the RGB images, the watermarked
image, the original image, and the watermark respectively, and α, is a variable between 0 and 1 as explained
in the Equation (5):
Uiw = Ui , Siw = (1 − α)Sw + αSi and Viw = Vi

(5)

The illegible components Uiw , Siw , Viw are the corresponding matrices of the image iw . Hence, obtaining the
product of those three components (Equation (6)) gives a
significant (readable) image iw .
T
iw = Uiw × Siw b × Viw

(6)

In our proposed embedding process, only the Scomponent (e.g. the singular values matrix) of the images i and w were used to achieve the data embedding
(Equation (7)), which suggests that:
Uiw = Ui , Siw = (1 − α)Sw + αSi and Viw = Vi

(7)

Obtaining an invisible watermark requires that the
value of α (e.g. our used watermarking key) be set close
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Figure 1: Watermark embedding algorithm

to 1 with iw → i, while a visible watermark signifies that that:
α should be set close to 0 with iw → w. We summarize
our embedding scheme in Figure 1.
Swi = (1 − α)DCT (Siw ) + αDCT (Sw )
Algorithm 1 Embedding algorithm
1: First compute the matrices: U, S, V , corresponding
to both the original image i and the watermark w.
2: Apply the DCT embedding on the Si and Sw components produced, suggesting that the embedding exists for only the singular-value matrices (e.g. following the DCT operation on the singular-value matrix
of the original image i and the DCT operation on the
singular-value matrix of the watermark). The embedding formula applied at this stage is given as follows:
Uiw =Ui , DCT (Siw )=(1- α)DCT(Sw ) + α DCT(Si )
and Viw =Vi
3: Next
4: Calculate the DCT inverse of the DCT(Siw ), and apply the SVD−1 term to obtain the watermarked image iw as a result of the embedding. It is important
to mention that the SVD−1 term does not mean the
entire inverse transform, but rather, it is the product
of the three matrices U, S, VT . This suggests that
SVD process is not completely reversible.

4

Proposed Watermark Extraction Scheme

In our proposed algorithm, the extraction process consists of applying three inputs iw , w and iwa , representing
the watermarked image, the watermark, and the attacked
watermarked-image respectively. This unique combination of inputs and operations in the extraction process
was not found elsewhere in the related literature and was
used effectively to obtain promising results through perfect extraction of the watermark as reported in the next
section. The extraction process is as illustrated in Figure 2.
For the embedding operation (Equation (8)), we note

(8)

Next, the Unmark operation as illustrated in the Equation (9), consists of the reverse embedding process, which
follows from:
WαSV D =

1−α
1
WiSV D −
iwaSV D
α
α

(9)

where wa , iwa are the extracted watermark and the attacked watermarked-image respectively. We note by Siw
the singular value of the watermarked image iw , however
the Swi consists to the results of the watermark embedding in the image iw and not the image i (it is simply for
differentiating notations).
Algorithm 2 Extraction algorithm
1: First, compute the matrices: U, S, V , for the watermark w, the watermark-image iw , and the attacked
watermarked image iwa .
2: Apply the embedding of DCT( Sw ) using the
DCT(Siw ) term. The embedding result of this step
gives wiSV DDCT . This embedding exists for only
the singular-value matrices of the DCTs of Sw and
Siw respectively (e.g. following from the DCT operation on the singular-values matrix of the watermark w,
and the DCT operation on the singular-values matrix
of the watermarked image). The embedding formula
used at this stage is given by (Equation (10)):
DCT (Swi ) = (1 − α)DCT (Siw ) + αDCT (Sw ) (10)
3:

Next, run the Unmark process between iwaSV DDCT
and wiSV DDCT , which gives the matrix waSV DDCT
according to the Equation (11):
WαSV DDCT =

4:

1
1−α
WiSV DDCT −
iwaSV DDCT (11)
α
α

Finally, compute the DCT and the SVD inverse to
obtain the extracted watermark, wa .
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Figure 2: Watermark extraction algorithm

5

Tests and Robustness Evaluation

and is defined by the Equation (12):
M axw
)
P SN R = log10 ( √
M SE

(12)

In this work, tests were conducted on a database of 120
Given that
text-image samples. The original images i [9] and the watermark w [9] are represented by colour text-images of
m−1 n−1
1 XX
size 256 × 256 × 3. Figure 3 shows the images used in
M SE =
kw(i, j) − wa (i, j)k2
(13)
M
N
our tests by watermarking i with w using several values
0
0
of the key α =0.1; 0.5; 0.98. We performed both the emWhere m, n are the image size and w(i,j), wa (i,j) are
bedding/extraction processes only in the case of invisible
the
values of the pixels in the position (i,j). The SSIM
watermarking, where α = 0.98 (close to 1). The benchcalculation
is given by Equation (13):
mark applied is that of the Stirmark benchmark from [8].
This benchmark is the most used attacks software and
is well used by scientists in the digital-watermarking domain [8] for simulating attack scenarios.

SSIM =

(2µw µwa + c1 )(2σwwa + c2 )
2 + σ2 + σ2 + c )
(µ2w + µ2wa + c1 )(σw
2
w
wa

(14)

Given that:
We applied all the existing attacks from the Stirmark
µw and µwa are respectively the average of w and wa .
benchmark and obtained an attacked watermarked-image,
σ 2 w and σ 2 w are respectively the variance of w and wa .
iwa , for each attack. We illustrate some of the most
σ wwa is the covariance of w and wa .
dangerous attacks, including: affine transformation, cropL is the dynamic range, of the pixel intensity (typically
ping, JPEG compression, median-filtering, additive-noise #bitsperpixel
2
-1).
and rotation attacks, as shown in Table 1.
c1 =(k1 L)2 , c2 =(k2 L)2 with k1 =0.01 and k2 =0.03.
As known, attacks such as cropping, rotation and noise
From Table 1, it is observed that the similarities beare considered as dangerous attacks due to their nature as tween the original watermark and the extracted ones in
a non linear transformation. The robustness of the pro- the case of PSNR are in excess of 34db, which suggests
posed approach can be justified for two reasons: 1) The a high similarity between the original watermark and the
perfect invisibility of the watermark (in the embedding extracted watermark under those attack scenarios. For
process); 2) embedding the watermark only in the singu- the SSIM, we see that its values are very close to 1, also
lar values matrix S. the singular values matrix is known suggesting that the original watermark and the extracted
that contain the most important information in the im- watermark are very similar. Moreover, the amplified difage, which can very helpful to extract the watermark.
ferences in Table 1 demonstrate that visibly perfect waThe robustness evaluation of the proposed approach is termark extraction was possible using our approach. We
based on calculating the most known similarity measures. used the amplified difference to demonstrate where exHence, our performance evaluation cost-function consists actly the differences zones between the original watermark
of comparing the similarity degree PSNR and SSIM [7] w and the extracted wa. Showing a simple difference bebetween the original watermark and the extracted one tween w and wa can not allow to distinguish visually the
following each attack. In Table 1, we have calculated differences between w and wa .
those measures in the case of all the presented attacks.
We compared the approach we propose regarding to
The PSNR measure is a critical metric in our experiments some of the most remarkable works in the literature and
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Figure 3: Watermark embedding with varying values of key (α)

Table 1: Results of extracted watermarks under several attack scenarios
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Table 2: Comparison of the proposed approach with some related works
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